
BIN DISCHARGER

 



 

CHARACTERISTICS
Today’s manufacturing Industries often rely on TOUSI SL bin discharge devices to move dry bulk materials out of storage – on demand. Being properly installed, 
TOUSI SL Bin Dischargers eliminate bridging and ratholing, reduce segregation, and promote mass �ow. They are e�cient, convenient and, economical, and
they can be attached easily to any bin or silo, whether old or new. TOUSI SL invented this type of equipment almost 50 years ago. Since we continue extensive 
research into bin �ow problems and solutions, we o�er to our customers an extensive range of experience. There are more TOUSI SL Bin Dischargers in service 
that all other brands combined. If you have a tough problem we can show you how we have solved it.

Exclusive features result in a performance and a reliability unequaled by any other Bin Discharge Device available in the market.
TOUSI SL’s line of dependable and economical Bin Dischargers are available to system suppliers and OEM’s.

These units are ruggedly built, simple to install and come with TOUSI SL’s unconditional performance guarantee. Our Bin Discharger’s simple, compact design
 incorporates
all of the important features customers have come to expect from TOUSI SL.

Forged Hanger Suspension System
Each TOUSI SL Bin Discharger is supported by a series of forged steel hangers, �tted with steel core elastomer vibration isolators. The result is enormous 
strength along with near total isolation of the Bin Discharger vibration from the bin and surrounding structure.



 

Patented Beaded Sleeve
 
Molded in one piece with 4 retaining beads, this Vibra Screw innovation has eliminated the problem of sleeve leakage and slippage. Stainless Steel clamps
�t securely between the beads and tighten easily and e�ectively. This sleeve design is so e�ective it will withstand 10 psi internal pressure and is standard
on all Bin Dischargers. Special compounds for high temperature and a �anged bolted sleeve for high pressure are also available.

Cast or fabricated metal hangers with unpredictable performance characteristics under stress are never used on TOUSI SL Bin Dischargers

Preassembled Mounting Ring
 
For a trouble-free installation, we o�er a pre-assembled mounting ring. This means the Bin Discharger can be shipped completely assembled and ready 
 to be bolted or welded to the bin.



 

SIZE A B C F G H # J HP KW WGT 

600 610 719 492 76 762 17 12 711 0.62 0.46 153 

900 914 872 619 76 1067 17 16 991 0.62 0.46 191 

1200 1219 1048 772 76 1372 17 16 1295 1.5 1.1 230 

1500 1524 1200 924 89 1702 17 20 1600 1.5 1.1 383 

1800 1829 1407 1102 89 2007 21 24 1905 2.5 1.9 540 

 

ALL DIMEN SIN FIN mm


